Pre-Nursing Success Roadmap

Course Guideline

- ZOOL 2403 - HUMAN ANATOMY*
- ENGL 1301 - Essential Rhetoric
- MATH 2300 - Statistical Methods
- POLS 1301 - American Government
- PSY 1300 - General Psychology
*A&P 1 or 2 should be taken

- ZOOL 2404 - HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY*
- CHEM 1305 - CHEMICAL BASICS
- CHEM 1105 - CHEM BASICS LAB
- ENGL 1302 - Advanced Rhetoric
- POLS 2306 - Texas Politics & Topics
- Creative Arts Core
*A&P 1 or 2 should be taken

- ZOOL 3303 - PATHOPHYSIOLOGY**
- COMS 2320 - Communication in Nursing
- HDFS 2303 - Lifespan Development
- Language Philosophy Culture Core
- HIST 2300 - US History to 1877
**ZOOL 3303 completed prior to application

- MBIO 3400 - MICROBIOLOGY
- NS 1410 OR 1325* - Nutrition
- HUSC 3221 - Intro to Nursing
- HIST 2301 - US History Since 1877
- Extra Core Course*
*extra core course if NS 1325 taken, may need to take extra 3 hour core course

Semester

1
- Join student organizations
  - 1 pre-health (PNA) and 1 social
- Take Raider Ready (PPHC version)
- Apply to volunteer & shadow
- Utilize student resources
  - Learning and Writing Centers
  - SI Sessions
- GO TO CLASS!!!

2
- Volunteer in the community
- Shadow a nursing professional
- Two lab sciences this term (or summer)
  - Focus on science GPA
- Utilize the break for continued volunteering and shadowing
- CNA - if you have it, use it!

3
- Study for the TEAS Test
- Sign up for the TEAS Test
- Complete at least 48 hours of prerequisites by end of term
- 4 sciences complete at end of term
- Apply to nursing school during the break!

4
- Mock Interview - Career Center
- Complete final prerequisites
- Consider secondary major while awaiting School of Nursing decision

Extracurriculars

• Join student organizations
  - 1 pre-health (PNA) and 1 social
• Take Raider Ready (PPHC version)
• Apply to volunteer & shadow
• Utilize student resources
  - Learning and Writing Centers
  - SI Sessions
• GO TO CLASS!!!

• Volunteer in the community
• Shadow a nursing professional
• Two lab sciences this term (or summer)
  - Focus on science GPA
• Utilize the break for continued volunteering and shadowing
• CNA - if you have it, use it!

• Study for the TEAS Test
• Sign up for the TEAS Test
• Complete at least 48 hours of prerequisites by end of term
• 4 sciences complete at end of term
• Apply to nursing school during the break!

• Mock Interview - Career Center
• Complete final prerequisites
• Consider secondary major while awaiting School of Nursing decision